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He walks and talks, and you build him yourself! This hands-on companion to the bestselling My

Little Red Toolbox is an irresistible counting and concept book that delivers hours of built-in fun.

Eager young builders will learn about numbers, shapes, and colors while they construct their

extraordinary new friend. And when the very last robot piece is in place, an interactive surprise will

delight children and grown-ups alike.Special features:*A robot who talks*A robot with arms and legs

that move*13 sturdy body parts*More than 20 moving shapes for hours of fun*A working screwdriver

tool and key tool to build with*An interactive surprise
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My 3 year old son got this for his birthday. It was by far his favorite gift! You can build a real robot

out of this book with cardboard tools. If your child likes robots they will love this book. A year later

we just bought a second one because of peices being lost and broken from it getting played with so

much!

I read all the reviews before posting mine and I have to say I understand where they came from but

would like to offer my view â€¦ "Pieces don't fit together too easily" â€¦. True, but i worked together on

this with my little boy and as a father son project it was perfect. I could see if I left him alone with it,

he might have issues but it was fun."Missing voice box" â€¦. Hahahahahaha, I also looked for this. It



seems to be a misleading drawing or something that makes one think there should be a voice box

somewhere but alas, it isn't there. Still fun without it though."not sturdy" â€¦. Very true but I don't think

this robot was made to be used like a regular toy. Again, I don't know. I just think that as a fun

project to work on with my boy, it was worth it and the robot is now on his mantle.Finally, the only

thing I would complain about is the price difference between the book in the US and in Canada. I

live in Indonesia and so ask people to bring me stuff when the are coming here from abroad and our

american friends brought this over for us for a few bucks and when I wanted this as a gift for my

cousin and found out a canadian friend was coming over I went to order it online at .ca â€¦. well it

was something like 70 bucks!!!! Ridiculous.

Young children will need help assembling this cardboard robot-in-a-book; it was not without difficulty

for this 63 year old grandmother. My grandson loves the results, so it's worth a bit of work. He falls

apart easily, if not carefully handled, and the cardboard connections can become frayed. It's a good

project for an adolescent, I would think.

Given to a 3 yr old boy, he needed help at first but now at 4 easily puts it together. He loves it. The

robot doesn't do anything but teaches a child how to put something cool together. I love allll

Stephen T. Johnson/ Paula Wiseman books. I am also a grandma with enough money to buy nice

things for the grandchildren, and this was a good one.

A lot of thought went into the design and construction of this early sci-fi style robot. The sturdy

cardboard pieces pop out of the book and snap together, with a cardboard screwdriver to help with

the assembly. The robot talks in a robotic voice when you press the clear window on his belly.

This is an awsome book for kids that loves putting things together and taking things apart AND great

for boys that love robots. My 3-yr old needs Mom & Dad's help to put the robot together but once it

is together he can play with it for a while. The robot does not fall apart easily - my son has to make

an effort to take it apart. We don't miss the fact that there is no story - we make up our own! The

only complaints I have is that the binding of the book is weak and sometimes it is tough to get the

pieces back into the book.

Construction is solid, thick cardboard. However, it's too difficult for younger children (5 and under) to

get the tabs in in the right places. So, an adult or younger child has to do the assembly. Once



assembled very light handling causes parts of the robot to disassemble. The heart keeps falling out.

Also, some of the graphics make it look like there's more there than there is, e.g. a microphone and

speaker.

My husband and son built this in about 20-30 minutes one Saturday morning. My son was old

enough to read the instructions himself but he definitely needed help from an adult.PROS?* It's a

super cute idea for kids who like robots and like to build things.* A quick and mostly easy project.*

You get a robot at the end.CONS?* The screwdriver is VERY flimsy and if you're not careful (or if

your little sister grabs it) it's useless and you will need a real screwdriver or a small coin.* Some of

the pieces were tough to detach.I got it at Sam's Club for around $10-12 and I'd say that was a

good price. I wouldn't want to pay too much more than that.
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